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For the second, time within a month, U.S. heavy bombers of the Strategic Air Force

Eastern Air Command, on 5th April, made a low-level attack on the Burma-Siam railway.

Bombing from between 300-600 feet, the aircraft destroyed three bridges and probably

destroyed five more. Rail tracks were broken at many planes by direct hits. Four

locomotives and a. considerable number of rolling stock were heavily damaged or

destroyed. Railway buildings were set on fire. In addition, a 100-foot vessel and

a cargo were left sinking. Soon after the heavy bombers had. completed their attacks,

long-range R.A.F. fighters strafed the same target, damaging four locomotives and. a

number of rolling stock.

Similar fighters of the Tactical Air Force during the night of 5/6th April and

again on 6th April in daylight, maintained their offensive against rail and river

communications in South Burma,

Helium bombers of the Strategic Air Force on-the night of 5/6th April attacked

railway targets and dump areas in Central and South Burma. ’Next day, mediums scored

near misses on NYIGATHA and TANGON bridges.

fighters of the Tactical Air Force strafed objectives in the ARAKAN-MAYU and

KALADAN areas on 6th April while on 5th and 6th April in daylight, R.A.F, and. I.a.F.

livo-ocm ers, fighter-bombers and fighters maintained their offensive in strength

against enemy positions on M.T, River-craft, villages, and other objectives in the

CHIN Hilts, CHINDWIN Valley, NAGA Hills and NORTH-WEST BURMA. In one strike against

communications, fighters saw a large M.T, fall into a ravine.

Medium-bombers, dive-bombers, fighter-bombers .and fighters on 4/5th April were

active in support of troops in NORTHERN BURMA, Nearly 800 sorties were flown by the

Eastern Air Command in these operations from which two Allied aircraft are missing.

On she ABAKAN front our offensive is being maintained* The Eastern tunnel on the

MAUNGDAW-BUTHIDAUNG- road was captured on the 6th April by our troops assisted by tanks

South-east of MAUNGDAW good progress has been made towards the central ridge of the

MAYU Range and there was patrol activity on both sides in the vicinity of BUTHIDAUNG.

On the KALADAN front pressure by West African troops continues. Two Japanese

counter-attacks were successfully repulsed with heavy casualties to the enemy.

On the Southern sector of the ASSAM front our patrols are operating offensively

age .
st the enemy L of C west of the CHINDWIN.

ih . Japanese continue their small isolated attacks in the IMPHAL area. All

these have been successfully repulsed.

in me KOHIMA area the Japanese troops which established blocks on the BiPHAL-

KOHIMA road have infiltrated slightly to the west of the road where our troops ere in

contact with them.

/more



In CENTRAL BURMA our forces continue to harass the enemy’s communications

and to inflict casualties on him. Our forces advancing on the SUMPRABUM-

MMYITKYINA road are south of the TIANG HKA and in contact with the enemy*

Chinese forces in the MOGAUNG VALLEY are attacking WAKAWNG on the road

between SHADUZUP and KAMAING. East of the road our forces are advancing in

contact with the enemy along the MOGAUNG river south of MIHLOIGAH TAWNG.

West of the road Chinese troops are destroying Japanese pill-boxes in their

attack along the HTALU HKA.
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